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were engaged in paving a portion of the floor, and repairing

some breaches in the vault; and as I entered, one of their

number was employed in shovelling, some five or six feet under

the pavement, among the dust of the Lytteltons. The trees

outside render the place exceedingly gloomy. "At Hagley,"

the too celebrated Thomas Lord Lyttelton is made to say, in

the posthumous volume of Letters which bears his name,

"there is a temple of Theseus, commonly called by the gar.

d.ener the temple of Perseus, which stares you in the face

wherever you go; while the temple of God, commonly called

by the gardener the parish church, is so industriously hid by

trees from without, that the pious matron can hardly read her

Prayer-book within."* A brown twilight still lingers in the

place: the lettered marbles along the walls glisten cold and

sad in the gloom, as if invested by the dun Cimmerian atmo

sphere described by the old poet as brooding over the land of

the dead,-




"the dusky coasts

Peopled by shoals of visionary ghosts."

One straggling ray of sunshine, colored by the stained glass of

a narrow window, and dimmed yet more by the motty dust

reek raised by the workmen, fell on a small oblong tablet, the

plainest and least considerable in the building, and, by lighting

up its inscription of five short lines, gave to it, by one of those

* This volume, though it contains a good many authentic anecdotes of
the younger Lyttelton, is not genuine. It was written, shortly after his

Lordship's death, when the public curiosity regarding him was much

excited, by a person of resembling character,- Duke Combo, a man

who, after dissipating in early life a large fortune, lived precariously for

many years as a clever but rather unscrupulous author of all work, and

Succeeded in producing, when turned of seventy, a well-known volume,
-"3r. Syntax's Tour in Search of the Picturesque."
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